
 

 

7 reasons to choose Plastimark plastic trolleys 
Why you should equip your store with Plastimark plastic trolleys instead of metal ones? 

Find here 7 reasons. 

 

1. Modularity  
All our trolleys have been designed with the concept of ‘modularity’. This means practicality and 
simplicity: each part of the trolley can be replaced individually and directly by the store staff. 
Therefore, the maintenance and repair costs are reduced dramatically and the product life is much 
longer.  
 

2. Lightness and manoeuvrability 
The weight of plastic trolleys is on average half of those made of metal. This factor other than making 
manoeuvrability and customers use much easier, allows less tear and wear on the wheels which are 
the most expensive parts of the entire trolley.  
 

3. Hygiene 
Unlike metal, plastic trolleys don’t rust, so, especially in this historical period where greater hygiene 
and cleaning are required, this is a very important factor. Long-term use of cleaning products may 
affect the colour, but it does not affect the performance of the cart. On the other hand, rust on metal 
trolleys makes the supermarket dirty and unhygienic to the customer feelings.  
 

4. Sustainability 
Plastic is a much more sustainable choice than metal in both the production and disposal stages. We 
produce trolleys 100% recyclable and we are also able to produce with recycled plastics. 
 

5. Static Electricity 
Metal is a material known as a conductor, this means that a wire trolley is able to conduct electric 
shock. Starting from this scientific fact, it is proven that a trolley made of 100% plastic is free of 
electrostatic charge. A Hybrid trolley is not totally free from producing static electricity, but certainly 
less than a 100% wire trolley!   
 

6. Personalization 
Our trolleys can be personalized in any RAL or Pantone shade existing. This mean we can use 
customers brand colours to create a unique final product and at the same time give the possibility to 
our clients to strengthen their brand image and marketing strategies. 
 

7. Technology 
More and more retailers are now introducing in their supply chain the RFID technology to track all 
the products from the production to the sale. One of our values is that our trolleys are fully 
compatible with this technology as plastic doesn’t interfere with the electronic reading of the label, 
while this is not true for metal trolleys as they block the signal (‘Faraday cage’ phenomenon).  


